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The final two books in the beloved Stanislaski seriesWaiting for NickFrederica Kimball is ready for

life on her own in New York. She has three goals: find her own place, become a Broadway lyricist,

and get Nick LeBeck to fall as desperately in love with her as she always has been with him.

Though Nick has always treated Freddie like a little sister, he can't help but notice the strong,

passionate, and head-to-toe-gorgeous woman now standing in her place. Fight as he might, Nick

suddenly finds his feelings for Freddie are anything but brotherly!Considering KateKate Stanislaski

Kimball has turned her back on glamour and fame, and has come home to make a fresh start. The

only thing more perfect than the beautifulâ€•dilapidatedâ€•building she's bought for her new dance

school is Brody O'Connell, the frustrating and surprisingly fascinating contractor she's hired for the

renovation. Brody is determined to resist Kate's effortless allureâ€•she's Natasha Stanislaski's

pampered, perfect daughter, after all. But how long can a man hold out against his own heart?
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Chasing Destiny is a double novel by Nora Roberts. It is one of the Stanislaskiâ€™s novels. It

consists of Waiting for Nick and Considering Kate. In Waiting for Nick, Freddie Kimball is a lady with

a mission. Her mission is to become a composer with Nick LeBeck and to have him fall as madly in

love with her as she has been since she was thirteen. She is moving into an apartment near Lower

the Boom bar where Nick lives upstairs. Nickâ€™s step-brother Zach Muldoon owns the bar.

Freddie knows she has a battle on her hands as far as Nick falling in love with her. However, she



has no doubts they can compose beautiful music together.Nick LeBeck is a loner. He lives above

the bar so he can be close enough to close for his brother and not have to walk very far to get

home. He sleeps until at least noon and then writes music during the afternoon and into the night

unless he has to work. He is known for the many women he dates; but keeps them all at one or two

dates and doesnâ€™t let anyone get too close to him. Can he resist Freddie? Can he keep her at a

distance? He knows very well she has had a crush on him but he has avoided her. Why is he

avoiding her?In Considering Kate, Kate Stanislaski Kimball has given up her career as a ballerina

except for a few performances for friends. She has come home to a small town in West Virginia to

set up a dance studio. She has given twenty years to dance and has made a name for herself.

However, she thinks it is time she came home and fulfilled another dream- owning a dance studio.

She hopes her family understands how she feels and is as proud of her as they have been. She has

purchased a rundown building and plans to renovate the upstairs for her apartment and downstairs

for her studio.
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